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A decade ago, the German and Japanese systems of industrial relations were
held up as models of efficiency and productivity. The German industrial relations
system—featuring centralized bargaining through powerful but “responsible”
industrial unions and plant-based negotiations with strong works councils—was
seen as an important institutional support for the kind of up-market (“high everything”) strategies that German firms had pursued so successfully in a wide range
1
of manufacturing industries. Japanese industrial relations were similarly heralded as embodying just the right mix of “flexible rigidities” to support company
2
strategies based on constant innovation and high productivity. As a matter of fact,
Japanese management techniques such as “lifetime” employment guarantees,
internal promotion ladders, and flexible job design became export items in
themselves.
The past several years have seen the emergence of new tensions in industrial
relations in both countries. Scholars and practitioners alike have begun arguing
that institutions and practices that in the past were regarded as vital sources of
flexibility now constitute debilitating rigidities. In Germany, centralized collective bargaining has come under tremendous pressure from employers demanding
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a retreat from “rigid” industry-wide regulations in favor of more flexible bargaining arrangements to accommodate the varying needs of individual companies and
plants. Likewise in Japan, traditional managerial practices such as lifetime
employment and seniority wages—once praised as excellent mechanisms for
motivating workers and encouraging investment in skills—are now seen as costly
and unsustainable drags on efficiency and productivity. Despite their different
starting points—coordinated industry-wide bargaining in Germany, strong internal labor markets in Japan—we find employers and policy makers in both countries calling for reforms, employing rhetoric that is strongly deregulatory and
invoking the Anglo-Saxon model of vibrant external labor markets and more
decentralized, even individualized bargaining.
This article explores recent developments in the Japanese and German industrial relations systems. We argue that the sometimes radical rhetoric of deregulation obscures important sources of resiliency in traditional industrial relations
practices, a resiliency that goes back in large part to employers’ own continuing
stake in them. While acknowledging new tensions, we argue further that the
nature of the crisis of industrial relations in both countries is in many ways quite
different from that painted in much of the contemporary labor literature. By
recasting what the crisis is about, we are better able to understand the distinctive
pattern of continuity and change that has come to characterize labor relations in
both Germany and Japan.
We begin by providing a sketch of recent developments in both countries that
documents significant changes but also important continuities in industrial relations institutions. The existing literature tends to focus on the destabilizing trends
and sees the crisis of industrial relations as stemming from a neoliberal offensive
against traditional institutional “rigidities.” The argument is that “globalization”—
frequently understood in terms of capital mobility or the threat of exit—has
shifted the balance of power decisively toward employers. Unions are seen as the
main defenders of traditional practices, but their power to resist decentralization
and deregulation is sapped by ongoing struggles with employers and, in many
countries, also undermined by high unemployment.3 Less attention has been
devoted to explaining institutional stability. To the extent that it is addressed, the
observed resiliency of traditional arrangements is typically chalked up to successful union defense (but how long can labor hold out?) or simply to institutional
inertia.
Our analysis takes issue with this set of arguments and indeed with many of the
premises on which they are based. There is another face to “globalization”—
which the existing literature has largely neglected—having to do with employers’
heightened dependence on stable and predictable relations with labor at the plant
level, in the context of tightly coupled production networks and the demands of
producing at high quality on a just-in-time basis.4 Focusing on this aspect provides insights into the resiliency of traditional bargaining arrangements, for in
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both Germany and Japan, employers themselves are if anything more dependent
than ever on the shop-floor peace and predictability that these institutions have
traditionally generated. We argue that current strains in both countries emanate
less from an all-out frontal attack on the part of employers against the traditional
system than its partial and declining coverage. We find a substantial core of workers (Japan) and firms (Germany) for whom traditional industrial relations
arrangements apply and indeed where, if anything, employers seek to intensify
their cooperation with labor within the prevailing structure for the reasons
sketched out above. However, the effect of such efforts has in fact been quite
destabilizing to the system as a whole because the intensification of cooperation
within a stable “core” in both cases has been closely—and causally— linked to
the exclusion of a growing number of firms and workers from traditional protections. The question for the future is whether these systems can survive in partial
form, and so we close the article with some thoughts on that issue.
1.

PATTERNS OF RESILIENCY AND CHANGE IN GERMAN
AND JAPANESE INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

A large number of empirical studies have richly documented new pressures on
traditional industrial relations institutions in both Germany and Japan. While
acknowledging significant new strains, we find that these systems are, however,
more resilient than many accounts have portrayed them. Most analyses focus on
the factors that are pulling these systems apart, not those that are holding them
together. Observed stability is frequently attributed to “institutional stickiness” or
to successful union defense, but either way, the long-term “staying power” of traditional institutions is seen as seriously in doubt. By contrast, we find evidence
that employers’ own continuing attachment to—and interest in—traditional institutions has played a key role in their survival.
Germany. The overall structure of Germany’s so-called “dual system” of industrial relations is well known enough to forego a detailed description here.5
Briefly, this system is based on relatively centralized collective bargaining
through a small number (currently twelve) of multi-industrial unions. Although
each union negotiates separately, a degree of national coordination is achieved
through the pattern-setting role played by the powerful Metalworkers Union (IG
Metall). Collectively bargained contracts have very broad coverage, but this is
less the result of high unionization levels than it is the consequence of a traditionally very high degree of organization on the employer side.6 Collective bargaining
at the industry level in Germany is complemented by a statutory system for labor
representation at the plant level. German works councils are prohibited from bargaining over wages, but they possess strong statutory rights on a range of shopfloor issues relating to personnel and employment policies.
Contemporary strains in German industrial relations emanate from employers’
increasingly vocal demands for greater “flexibility”—calls, in other words, for a
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move away from uniform industry-wide regulation toward more plant-oriented
negotiations. Discontent with the current system is particularly strong among
small- and medium-sized firms (Germany’s sizable Mittelstand), which have
roundly criticized their industry associations for catering to the interests of large
firms at their expense.7 Small- and medium-sized firms were particularly vehement in condemning a series of deals in the 1980s that reduced the regular working week because, for them, the costs of negotiated working time reductions were
not easily offset by the compensating enhanced opportunities for working time
flexibility.8
These small firms have in the meantime emerged as vocal proponents of bargaining decentralization. Their interests are represented by such groups as the
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Selbständiger Unternehmer (Working Group of Independent Entrepreneurs, or ASU) and the Verband Mittelständiger Unternehmer
(Association for Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises, or VMU). These organizations have proposed a number of changes in existing bargaining arrangements
aimed at allowing more local bargaining over wages and benefits. Proposals have
ranged from a separate clause in central agreements specifically tailored for
small- and medium-sized firms (Mittelstandsklausel), to central contracts that
establish a “menu” of benefits from which local bargainers could pick and choose,
to the inclusion in all contracts of an opening clause allowing firms in “hardship
cases” to negotiate subcontractual rates.9
The strains on centralized bargaining intensified with unification as a result of
enormous gaps in productivity between firms in the East and West and the precarious state of most eastern companies. The disruptive effects of unification on coordinated industry-wide bargaining have taken two forms. First, unification set in
motion a hemorrhaging of membership in some key employers associations—
above all and most consequentially, the employers association for the metalworking industries (Gesamtmetall). Only member firms are bound to the contracts that
the employers associations conclude with the unions at the industry level, and so a
substantial number of East German companies opted to stay out of the associations to avoid having to pay the collectively bargained wage. The most recent
(1997) survey indicates that overall, only 25.7 percent of firms in the East
(accounting for 43.9 percent of employees) are covered by industry-wide collective agreements.10 Although employers remain overall better organized in the
West, declining membership has spilled over and become a problem there as well.
The same 1997 survey shows a general drop in coverage in the West between 1995
and 1997, from 51.8 percent of firms (accounting for approximately 70 percent of
employment) to 49.0 percent of firms (covering 65.3 percent of workers).
The effects of formal defections from the system of industry-wide bargaining
are exacerbated by a second trend, namely, a growing tendency on the part of
member firms to undercut informally the terms of the central agreement. Such
contract violations are illegal, but works councils that are worried about
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employment are not usually inclined to contest them; in fact, in many cases, works
councils actively go along with them. As with declining membership in the
employers associations, this problem is more severe in the East, but it has become
a growing problem in the West as well. A survey conducted by a labor-oriented
research institute (WSI) finds that around 15.6 percent of western German and
29.8 percent of eastern German companies with works councils breach valid collective agreements.11 Another study based on a 1996 survey indicates that overall,
41 percent of East German enterprises (accounting for 23 percent of employment)
were paying wages below the level set down in the industry contract.12
These trends are smiled upon by neoliberal radicals such as Hans-Olof Henkel,
the president of the German Association of Industry and the country’s most outspoken advocate of deregulation. Henkel has praised deviations from uniform
collective agreements in the East as exemplary and hopes that the West too can
learn from this example.13 He has called on employers associations to loosen their
hold on firms and free them from the “yoke” of collective bargaining contracts and
praised regional associations such as in Saxony that have made it easier for member firms to leave the association to escape the terms of industry-wide contracts.14
Henkel finds support, among other places, in the business association for the
machine tool industry (VDMA), whose leaders have voiced support for changing
the Works Constitution Act to allow works councils to regulate matters that are
currently reserved for unions.15
These features represent the familiar face of the crisis of German industrial
relations—inflammatory neoliberal rhetoric, aggressive employers, defections
from the traditional system, beleaguered plant labor representatives, and embattled unions fighting the deregulatory tide. Much of this appears to fit the prevailing view of an “employer offensive” against labor, which derives considerable
momentum from capital mobility and high unemployment. While capital mobility empowers employers, unemployment weakens labor, and in combination the
two promote “wildcat cooperation” on the part of local workforces—with overall
corrosive effects on national bargaining institutions. Emphasizing the centrifugal
forces at work, a good bit of this literature suggests a system teetering on the brink
of collapse.16
But the system has not collapsed, and its surprising resiliency in the face of
these intense, literally unprecedented strains has received relatively scant attention in the literature.17 An exception is Lowell Turner, who by and large embraces
the dominant characterization of the crisis—a neoliberal offensive of employers
against labor—while putting a rather different spin on some of the numbers.18 To
give a few examples, Turner points out that (1) although unionization is down
from its inflated postunification high, at around 30 to 35 percent, it has just
dropped back to its “normal” preunification level; (2) while membership in
employers associations is indeed down, for example, in the metalworking industry, the decline (in the West, from an average of 72 percent in 1970-1989 to a
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current 65 percent of workers covered) hardly constitutes a free fall; (3) although
association density in the East is lower (in metalworking, e.g., 35 percent of companies), it is mostly small firms that are staying out, so that the number of workers
that are covered by industry contracts is substantially higher; (4) even firms that
are outside the associations sometimes conclude separate contracts with the
union, so that collective bargaining coverage is higher than association density
figures suggest;19 and finally, (5) firms that leave the employers association often
find themselves anyway using the industry agreement as an orientation point for
their own wage levels.20
Beyond the numbers, and maybe even more to the point, employers have simply been unwilling to part with industry-wide pattern bargaining.21 Calls for a
decentralization of wage negotiations have not led to an all-out frontal assault on
centralized bargaining institutions, and in fact, several bargaining rounds in the
1990s strongly suggest that German employers still prefer to negotiate collectively with the unions than face them alone. This is certainly the case in the chemical industry, where employers and unions recently renewed their commitment to
social partnership and to branch-level collective bargaining.22 But an even more
striking example was the 1996 conflict in the metalworking industry (where
decentralization pressures have been most intense), in which it became clear that
employers wanted nothing to do with plant-level negotiations over the very hot
issue of sick pay reduction and clamored instead for a collective solution.23 Calls
for a revision of the Works Constitution Act to open the door to wage bargaining
by works councils likewise have failed to generate much momentum, and a large
majority of employers still oppose the idea.24
Perhaps most strikingly, radical neoliberals such as Henkel are not celebrated as
heroes; rather, the heads of the most powerful employers associations view many of
Henkel’s interventions as unhelpful interference, and at one point some were allegedly plotting his demise.25 The president of the German Confederation of Employers (BDA), Dieter Hundt, has publicly distanced himself from Henkel and his
ideas.26 The general manager of the German Steel Employers Association likewise condemned Henkel’s call for contract violations, arguing that this would lead
to chaos.27 A member of the board of directors of BMW was quoted as saying that
Henkel had become “unbearable.”28
In contrast to Henkel’s neoliberal rhetoric, the head of the German Chamber of
Industry and Trade, Hans-Peter Stihl, can be heard defending comprehensive collective bargaining as “correct and sensible,”29 while Werner Stumpfe (head of the
powerful Metal Employers Association, Gesamtmetall) stumps for a “new partnership” with labor.30 In line with their preferences, the overall trend in Germany
has not been toward breakdown or neoliberalism but rather a sustained attempt to
achieve greater flexibility in plant outcomes while staying within industry-wide
bargaining structures. Despite the often vociferous complaining, employers have
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actually proved very reluctant to abandon traditional bargaining institutions, and
indeed most seem committed to working for reform within the existing structures.31
The reluctance of employers themselves to part with traditional institutions
does not figure prominently in most analyses of the crisis of German industrial
relations. That literature, rather, is organized around debates between scholars
who subscribe to the same view of the problem—a neoliberal employer offensive—but disagree in their assessments of labor’s capacity to defend the system.32
As we will argue below, to cut through this debate and understand the sources of
resiliency and change in German industrial relations, it will be necessary to break
entirely with the characterization of the crisis and its solution on which both positions rest.
Japan. The basic structure of industrial relations in Japan is quite different
from that in Germany. Although national- and industry-level labor organizations
have increased in importance through the post–World War II period, Japanese labor relations have been and still are founded on decentralized enterprise unions.
Like the German model, the Japanese “model” of industrial relations was praised
in the past for its flexibility and adaptability; however, the institutional arrangements on which that flexibility rested were distinct. Whereas the German system
involves a relatively high degree of coordination among firms within and across
sectors, the traditional Japanese system is premised more firmly on strong plantbased labor markets.33 The two most remarked on features of Japanese managerial
practice are seniority wages and lifetime employment guarantees. Despite some
popular (mis)conceptions, seniority wages in Japan never actually guaranteed
workers automatic raises based solely on age. Nor, for that matter, did “lifetime
employment” ever mean no dismissals were possible, only that management
would take other steps (reduce overtime, cut part-time workers, freeze recruitment, reduce board members’ remuneration, call for voluntary retirement) to
maintain regular workers before resorting to layoffs.
In fact, since the 1960s, the Japanese system has been premised not so much on
pure seniority wages but on job capability and skill-based wages.34 In a pure seniority wage system, wage increases are based solely on the length of tenure, and
workers can expect automatic wage increases over time. But in the Japanese job
capability wage system, wage development reflects the accumulation of experience by a worker over the course of his or her career in the firm, as skills are
acquired through on-the-job training. The difference between the pure and the
Japanese version of seniority wages is subtle since in both cases there is a correlation between the length of tenure and the wage level, but the Japanese version of
seniority wages is more firmly embedded in an economic logic. Lifetime employment was an important part of Japanese management practices as a whole because
it reduced the “credible commitment” problems associated with firm-based
private-sector training. That is, together, seniority wages and lifetime
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employment provided incentives for workers to stay with the company that
trained them, which in turn made it safe for the firm to invest heavily in skills without fear of workers absconding with these skills to other firms.
As in Germany, however, these traditional arrangements have increasingly
been called into question. The critique of Japanese managerial practices typically
focuses on three trends. First, with baby boomers reaching middle age, the
number of older workers has increased. These demographic trends have made it
difficult to generate the kind of opportunities for advancement within firms that in
the past justified seniority-based wage increases. This problem has become even
more acute in recent years, which have been marked by corporate retrenchment,
not expansion.
Second, traditional mechanisms for avoiding workforce reductions seem to
have reached their limits. Since the 1970s, Japanese companies pursued a strategy
of diversifying and innovating their product lines as an alternative to layoffs.
Declining industries such as shipbuilding, iron and steel, and textiles regained
their competitive edge in the world market in the mid-1990s through wholehearted diversification efforts.35 As a result, Japanese shipbuilding companies are
now selling various environment-related equipment and running plantengineering business. Similarly, one large textile company, Asahikasei Co., dramatically expanded its business from housing to high-tech materials. However, in
the context of Japan’s ongoing economic crisis, economists have criticized large
manufacturing companies for pursuing an ineffective “one-set principle,” by
which they mean the companies try to have all the products in their industry (e.g.,
in the electrical machinery industry from washing machines to nuclear power
plants). They argue that in a world of mega-competition, Japanese companies
should specialize in products in which they enjoy a comparative advantage.
Whereas in the past Japanese companies tried to transfer redundant workers out of
low-growth sections to the high-growth sections within their companies, these
economists now argue that it is more efficient from the perspective of the national
economy as well as that of individual companies to move redundant workers
across companies, out of low-growth sectors and into the high-growth ones.36
Third, rapid technological change in industry has called into question the
effectiveness of on-the-job training, which as we have seen was a lynchpin in the
entire system. The demands of new technologies, it turns out, are not well met
through an experience-based system of skill formation.37 Increasing competition
in product markets requires breakthrough innovations more than incremental
adjustments in product developments. The incremental adjustments, which have
been regarded as a competitive advantage for Japan’s manufacturing industries,
are consistent with on-the-job training, while the breakthrough innovations are
compatible with more flexible personnel policies based on external labor markets.
A number of much-publicized cases have led many observers to predict the
immanent demise of the entire Japanese employment system. Hitachi, for
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example, has significantly diminished its lifetime employment guarantees in conjunction with the company’s abandonment of the “one-set principle.” Thus, in
1998, Hitachi spun off its air conditioner and refrigerator plants into a separate
company to specialize in more profitable production areas. By transferring
Hitachi workers into new companies, the firm gave up the promise that its regular
workers’ employment is protected until their retirement age under the umbrella of
the same company. Another industrial giant, Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, has pioneered changes in the traditional wage system. The company now
allows workers to take their retirement bonus early (paid out in their monthly paychecks), a change widely interpreted as a move away from the lifetime employment practice. The computer and information technology products maker,
Fujitsu, also abolished its seniority wage system and introduced a performancebased wage system. Similar moves are reported in many companies, such as
Takeda Chemical, Yokokawa Electronics, and the trading company Mitsui. In
fact, according to a 1993 survey of 123 large (employment more than 3,000) firms
conducted by Recruit, 67.5 percent of companies adopted a management-byobjective (MBO) practice, one form of performance-based wage system.
As in Germany, these changes have been associated with heightened appeals to
the virtues of flexible markets and shareholder value. For example, a report last
year by the Economic Strategy Council of Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi called for
more labor mobility to increase Japan’s economic vitality.38 The president of
Takeda Chemical also argues for change:
What our company should do now is lay-off. The company should not assume any responsibility for retaining workers. It is the government not the company that should care about
employment. The company is the shareholders’property, and what it should pursue is profit
for the shareholders. In order to increase profits, we should introduce a performance based
wage system, which would motivate workers.39

However, and again as in Germany, the continuities in traditional Japanese
industrial relations practices are in some ways as striking as the changes—and
particularly so when one considers the depth and length of the postbubble crisis.
Based on a multifactor analysis of data from 1,618 firms, Morishima identifies
three different types of company attitudes toward employment system reform.40
One group of firms is trying to change their wage system from seniority based to
performance based and at the same time attempting to use an external labor market more in recruiting workers. This group represents the much-publicized trend
away from traditional Japanese employment practices, but in fact it constitutes
only 10.8 percent of the sample. The majority of firms in the survey (56.8 percent)
belong to another of Morishima’s three groups, in which firms have retained the
traditional employment system and thus constitute a bastion of continuity within
the Japanese industrial relations system. A middle group (32.4 percent) presents a
mixed picture; this group consists of firms that are reforming the wage system
while maintaining long-term employment practices. Taken together, these data
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highlight the striking resiliency of traditional practices, as well as some important
changes.
A 1997 survey of 380 large companies reveals a similar pattern: only 18.7 percent of these companies had introduced an annual salary system (a performancebased alternative to the traditional seniority-based wage system).41 This constitutes
a big jump over the previous year (from 9.8 percent to 18.7 percent). However, a
complementary survey by the Ministry of Labor reveals that among the firms that
have reformed their wage system in the direction of performance-based wages
(including annual salaries), most (fully 87 percent) applied these changes solely
to a small number of managers and white-collar employees, not production workers.42 This would mean that the vast majority of production workers are still under
the old system. In addition, where performance-based pay has been introduced, it
has mostly been applied only to the annual bonus, which would introduce only 10
to 15 percent variance in annual salaries among workers of same tenure.43
Thus, contrary to the impression conveyed by the popular and business press
(which heaps attention on firms that depart from traditional practices), the trend
away from seniority-based wage and lifetime employment practices appears to be
overall rather slow and cautious. For every high-profile case of change, there are
equally notable counterexamples. Toyota, for example, has tenaciously defended
traditional practices as the only way to secure and retain reliable and skilled workers.44 A member of the firm’s board of directors said, “Matushita baldly abolished
impediments for labor mobility, [but] we cannot go that far” because automakers
need more skilled and experienced workers than do firms in the electric appliance
and computer industries.45
Moreover, the putative trend away from lifetime employment guarantees is in
some ways even more ambiguous than the trend to reform wage systems. Matsushita, which as we saw above is at the forefront of changes in salary structures,
remains committed to long-term employment. In fact, the company is currently
planning to extend the compulsory retirement age from sixty to sixty-five in an
effort to retain highly skilled workers. A Nikkeiren survey of 255 companies in
1998 revealed that only 8.3 percent of firms actively sought to increase labor
mobility (though 67.9 percent felt that it would increase whether they like it or
not). The companies surveyed predicted that the percentage of the long-term
employees (or core regular workers) within their workforces would decrease from
84.0 percent to 72.7 percent in the future. This would certainly represent a change
of some significance, but what is equally impressive is the expectation on the part
of managers themselves that more than two-thirds of their workers will continue
to enjoy long tenure. Taken together, then, these figures do not suggest an all-out
transformation of the Japanese employment system.46
In sum, as in the case of Germany, we have a mixed picture of significant
change but also of resiliency and important continuities. In Japan, too, scholars
emphasizing continuity versus those stressing change do not disagree so much on
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the definition of the problem—employers’ rejection of traditional practices and
heightened demands for more flexibility in personnel policy—as they do on how
to interpret the evidence: glass half empty or half full?
2.

RECASTING THE NATURE OF THE CRISIS

One of the reasons that most of the existing literature has not been able to
account for the mix of stability and change we find in Germany and Japan is that it
is premised on a somewhat one-sided characterization of what the crisis of industrial relations is actually about. A large literature tells us that globalization has
given capital new power (capital mobility, exit options) at the same time that high
unemployment has weakened labor. The labor scholarship tends to characterize
the contemporary period as one in which employers have been able to use their
newfound strength to force enfeebled unions to agree to a fundamental restructuring of labor relations on terms more favorable—above all, more flexible—for
employers.47
But there is another face to globalization, the full implications of which remain
underexplored in the existing literature. In a context in which competition has
become more intense, and in fact increasingly so between “high-end” Japanese
and German competitors—as in the automobile industry—and where success in
the market increasingly depends on tightly coupled production networks (justin-time production, highly coordinated supplier links), many employers find
themselves more dependent than ever on a high degree of predictability on the
shop floor and on the active cooperation of their workforces to produce at high
quality and on a just-in-time basis.48 This alternative angle on globalization gives
us a way of understanding aspects of the crisis of industrial relations that the alternative perspective blends out. In particular, employers in both Germany and Japan
have actively sought to intensify cooperation with core workers at the plant level,
and precisely these efforts have frequently had quite destabilizing effects on the
system as a whole. Rather than an all-out frontal attack on the part of employers
against “the system,” we are looking—in both countries—at a trend toward an
intensification of traditional protections for some that has, in turn, been intimately
linked to the growing exclusion of others.
Germany. Arguably the most destabilizing force in German industrial relations
in the 1990s is not aggressive employers preying on unions paralyzed and enfeebled by high unemployment but rather the breakdown of employer solidarity and
the obsolescence of their most effective weapon, the lockout. Dominant characterizations of the crisis of German industrial relations—by both scholars emphasizing stability and those stressing change—are unified in their characterization
of the crisis as one of unions struggling in the face of an employer attack on
industry-wide regulation and its replacement with more flexible, decentralized
negotiations. They differ only in their assessment of labor’s capacity to fight back.
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But a number of key events in Germany in the 1990s simply do not fit this picture;
what the existing literature has studiously ignored is the fact that some of the most
important collective bargaining rounds of the past decade saw unions prevail over
increasingly disorganized and fragmented employers associations.
Take, for example, a strike in 1995 by Germany’s leading (pattern-setting)
union, the Metalworkers (IG Metall).49 This national conflict was played out in
Bavaria, a region characterized by relatively weak union organization and a
regional employers association dominated by hard-line small- and medium-sized
businesses—in other words, just the kind of firms that have been the most vocal in
calling for industrial relations reform. The union opened the 1995 bargaining
round with a demand for a real wage increase, and the national employers association for the metalworking industry (Gesamtmetall) countered by insisting that the
union would have to make concessions on flexibility before they would even think
about wages. One expected a classic confrontation along just the lines that the
“employer offensive” thesis predicted.
In the event, however, the conflict followed a radically different script, one that
the union itself might well have written. As soon as the strike began, the employers’ unified stand completely collapsed as Bavarian firms broke ranks and began
denouncing Gesamtmetall’s hard-line position and pushing instead for a speedy
settlement. Employers affected by the strike worried openly about the effects of
the conflict on the cooperative relations they had developed with labor in their
own plants and that they saw as crucial to their competitive success. The strike featured an extraordinary outbreak of wildcat cooperation—but on the employers’
side—including threats by individual firms to negotiate a separate deal with the
union if their national association remained intransigent. Gesamtmetall answered
the strike with its usual threat of a lockout, but in the face of growing resistance
from its member firms, the association did not follow through. Instead of expanding the conflict, Gesamtmetall settled, dropping its demands for flexibility and
conceding wage gains that were widely viewed as an unalloyed victory for the
union. The terms of the deal were adopted in other bargaining districts throughout
Germany without further conflict, and heads rolled at Gesamtmetall headquarters
as the organization’s “hawks” were summarily removed from office.
Bavaria was not an isolated episode. The next year, the stage was set for
employers to capitalize on an opportunity to secure new flexibilities denied them
under existing central bargains. In response to intense lobbying by employers
associations such as Gesamtmetall, the conservative government had passed legislation reducing sick pay compensation to 80 percent, down from the 100 percent
stipulated by the metal industry contract. Gesamtmetall encouraged its member
firms to take advantage of the new law to reduce costs, arguing that the legislation
superseded the collective agreement. Daimler took the lead in announcing the
reduction—provoking tremendous unrest among the workforce—but retreated
when virtually no other firms followed suit. BMW dramatically refused, arguing
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that, with their order books full, they could not afford the conflict. Once again,
employer solidarity completely collapsed in the face of plant-level conflict, and
employers (including Daimler) quickly began demanding central negotiations to
settle the issue. The 1996 bargaining round in the metalworking industry was
pushed forward to deal with this issue. The result was a new industry agreement
that reestablished 100 percent sick pay compensation for the industry.50
Against conventional understandings, we thus find that German employers,
not unions, are the ones suffering the greatest strategic and organizational disarray. The episodes above provide vivid proof of a dramatic new development in
German industrial relations, namely, that employers are now (as one employer
representative put it) “deathly afraid” (haben höllische Angst) of industrial conflict51 and can no longer muster the solidarity it takes to answer a strike by the
union with even a plausible threat of a lockout. Moreover, this turns out to be true
even where one would least expect it to be, in the East, where unions are presumably at their weakest. In 1998, the threat of a strike in the eastern steel industry
brought about a rapid disintegration of solidarity among employers. In the face of
a looming conflict with the union, leading eastern German steel companies
“started to put pressure on their employers association and demanded new negotiations to avoid a strike at the last moment.”52 One leading firm, PreussagWalzwerk Ilsenburg (Sachsen-Anhalt), agreed to accept the union’s demand for
an adoption by eastern firms of the collective agreement in effect for the steel
industry in the West. Eko Stahl GmbH (Eisenhüttenstadt), which is the largest
steel company in the East, said it could not afford a strike and also threatened to
abandon the employers association by concluding a separate agreement with the
union. Prominent defections such as these were sufficient to bring about an agreement, amidst complaints of union blackmail from the president of the steel
employers association (Arbeitgeberverband Stahl), Josef Fidelis Senn.
Needless to say, developments such as these do not fit well with the framework
on which much of the conventional literature is premised. That literature features
blackmail of a very different sort—employers wresting concessions out of local
labor representatives against a threat to locate production elsewhere. You would
simply never know from the existing literature that German employers, not
unions, are the ones who most fear—and who are most paralyzed by—industrial
conflict. The fact is that German employers are worried sick about the possibility
of prolonged conflict on the shop floor, and this is painfully clear to the officers of
key employers associations such as Gesamtmetall who can be heard publicly
bemoaning a lack of parity—in labor’s favor!—in industrial conflicts.53
By abandoning the standard assumptions and instead focusing attention on
these developments, we begin to develop a clearer picture of the centripetal and
centrifugal forces at work in the German system. The deep reluctance of German
employers to abandon traditional bargaining institutions is rooted in their continuing—even enhanced—stake in arrangements that deliver a high degree of
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predictability and peace at the plant level. Centralized bargaining guarantees a
degree of predictability by concentrating industrial conflict and providing a uniform timetable for negotiations that protects individual companies from isolated,
disruptive wage disputes, something that has if anything become more dear to
firms in an era of just-in-time production.54
Moreover, in the context of Germany’s “dual system” of industrial relations,
full decentralization would empower works councils in ways that employers are
loathe to contemplate. The list of worries they themselves recite includes (1) the
threat of an expansion of works councils’ codetermination rights to wages and all
other material conditions of work; (2) the threat of greater legislative interference
(since there is no constitutional guarantee of “plant autonomy” analogous to Germany’s hallowed principle of “collective bargaining autonomy”); (3) the threat of
even higher wage settlements (especially in economic good times); (4) threats to
cooperative relations with works councils; (5) the disadvantage of having conflicts over wages settled by “outsiders” in conciliation procedures; (6) the likelihood that the prohibition against strikes by works councils would become untenable; (7) the threat that drawn-out legal battles would interfere with a firm’s
capacity for long-term strategic planning; (8) the threat of enhanced union influence in the plant; and (9) a weakening of solidarity among employers, which
could contribute as well to higher wage deals with the proliferation of individual
company agreements.55
The resiliency of the “German model” of industrial relations is frequently
attributed to union strength, and scholars who subscribe to this view cite the conflicts we have described above as instances of organized labor’s “successful
defense” of traditional arrangements.56 However, as we have seen, employer interest, not just union strength, accounts for the stability of the system so far. Moreover, quite to the contrary of this “labor strength” thesis, union victories such as in
the 1995 strike—far from shoring up the system—may have heightened the crisis
by further fragmenting the employers association and in some cases encouraging
firms to opt out of the system altogether.57 Unions are certainly cognizant of the
problems that employer fragmentation generates for the system as a whole. And
so, in the aftermath of the union’s victory in Bavaria, the head of the IG Metall was
not gloating; on the contrary, he was openly worried about Gesamtmetall’s organizational troubles and emphasizing that “collective bargaining autonomy requires
strong bargaining partners.”58
Here we come full circle, back to the most important sources of strain on the
German system cited above, namely, declining membership in the employers
associations and, with that, the shrinking coverage of collective contracts. The
most rapidly growing divide in Germany is not, as commonly announced,
between “labor” and “capital,” but rather between those companies—many but by
no means all of them large companies—that remain heavily invested in traditional
practices because they depend crucially on a high degree of social peace and labor
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cooperation and are willing to pay almost any price to preserve these and a growing number of companies whose situation in the market renders them unable to
pay the premium and for whom defecting from the system appears to offer relief.
Recent research on what kinds of firms are currently in- and outside the traditional collective bargaining system may provide some initial clues regarding the
economic and institutional logic of defection. The most comprehensive study
(limited, unfortunately, to the West) is based on a 1995 survey of 4,100 firms
across industries.59 The study distinguishes between firms that negotiate a collective bargain with the union (at either the industry or the company level) and those
that are not subject to any collective contract. Among other things, the authors
find that collective bargaining coverage is strongly correlated to plant size and to
the existence of a works council. Workers in small plants, in other words, are
much less likely to be covered by a contract than those in larger plants, and plants
with works councils (itself correlated to firm size) are more likely to be included
than those that lack plant representation. These results are backed up by a somewhat more detailed (1994) study of 900 firms in one western state (Lower Saxony), and this study underscores as well the importance of union organization in a
firm’s tendency to join the employers association.60 The evidence suggests that
the probability of a firm being in the association rises: with increasing size and age
of the establishment, with increasing union density, and with increasing risk of
industrial disputes.
Firm size—which, again, is itself strongly associated with higher unionization and works council presence—appears to be the single most important factor
determining the clubbability of firms in the East as well. In fact, large firms in
the East are even somewhat more likely to be covered by an industry agreement
than western firms of the same size. Collective bargaining coverage in the East
rises steadily with firm size, from 18.9 percent of the smallest eastern firms (1-4
employees) to 77.7 percent of the largest (1,000+ employees). The comparable
figures for the West are 35.7 percent for the smallest and 75.8 percent for the
largest.61
These studies provide a basis for some hypotheses concerning the incentives
that individual companies face that may affect their propensity to join or stay in
the employers association. Larger firms (heavily unionized, typically, and certainly with a strong works council presence) may stay in the association because
they would likely wind up anyway with a firm-level contract that matches (or
might even be more generous than) the industry deal. Conversely, smaller firms
that are poorly organized and may not even have a works council are more likely to
try to escape regulation by industry-wide contracts because weak labor representation makes it likely that management can push through a more flexible and inexpensive deal by going it alone. In general, then, it appears that the firms that are
most likely to defect are those that do not face much threat from the union, either
because they are too small for the union to worry about or because organized
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labor’s presence is so weak that the union cannot realistically mobilize to force the
firm back into the association.62
The heterogeneity of the metalworking industry along these key dimensions
(firm size, union presence) has made for stronger centrifugal pressures in
Gesamtmetall than, for example, in the employers association for the chemical
industry (which is dominated by a few big firms and, as one would thus expect,
remains highly organized). The splits within Gesamtmetall reflect the different
market and political conditions across its membership. The collective bargaining
system continues to hold onto, and indeed work well for, a significant (though
shrinking) core of (especially large) firms, some of which may have exercised
their exit options already, relocating abroad those elements of production that do
not rely for their success on the German infrastructure. By contrast, other companies that are for one reason or another less mobile—for example, by virtue of
family-based employment structure— cannot “keep up” in terms of the costs of
collective contracts that increasingly exhaust the ability of large firms to pay.63
These smaller firms traditionally benefited more than large firms from the information and consulting services the associations offer; however, those benefits are
now largely outweighed by the increasingly expensive terms of the industry contracts.64 So long as they can stay out of the union spotlight, opting out of the formal
collective bargaining system offers the best of both worlds—relief from the terms
of the contract and the ability to free ride on the collective benefits that the system
continues to generate (skills, shop-floor peace, a dampening of competition for
skilled labor across firms).
Japan. In Japan, as in Germany, there have been substantial changes, but here
too the popular conception of a straightforward managerial assault on traditional
institutions and practices may obscure more than it illuminates. A closer look reveals considerable cooperation between employers and unions at the plant level to
maintain employment security for core workers. Moves to reform the wage structure—though typically coded as part of the same managerial offensive that has put
long-term employment at risk—are in fact frequently part of a strategy to preserve
long-term employment. As in Germany, patterns of resiliency and change are
closely interwoven.
We saw above that technological changes have revealed some of the limits of
traditional practices based on seniority wages and on-the-job training. The premise of the traditional system was that workers would become ever more valuable to
the company as they acquired experience on the job, and this is what justified their
steadily increasing wages. But technological developments in the past decade
have outstripped the skills of experienced workers, and the need to fill in the gap
has unleashed fierce competition among firms for promising young workers not
so much because of their relatively lower wages but because of their adaptability
to new technology.
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Not a neoliberal offensive, but rather this competition for younger workers is
what lies behind many of the most important changes in traditional Japanese
managerial practices. The seniority wage system has always been based on relatively low entry-level wages; otherwise, upward wage adjustments over time
would be too expensive to sustain. But this poses problems for firms competing
with one another for these promising entry-level workers, problems that firms
have addressed through departures from the seniority wage system. The reforms
introduced by Matsushita discussed above, for example—allowing employees to
take their retirement bonus early—were specifically designed to attract young,
skilled workers.
In other words, abolishing seniority wages appears to be less a neoliberal strategy against labor than it is a mechanism for achieving advantage against other
firms in competition for the best new recruits. Firms want to pay workers more,
not less, and young workers are especially happy to oblige. At Matsushita, 44 percent of the newly hired graduates (844 workers) opted for the no-retirement bonus
track, while only 1.8 percent of workers with more than two years tenure chose
this option.65 Moreover, and importantly for our argument, these changes in the
company’s wage system were introduced at the same time that the firm renewed
its commitment to long-term employment. Indeed, Matsushita is planning to
increase the compulsory retirement age from sixty to sixty-five, and management’s express goal is to maintain 70 percent of its total workforce as core workers
with long tenure.66
If reforms of the wage system have in part been motivated by the attempt to
achieve advantage in competition with other firms over the most desirable young
workers, the reforms have also reflected a desire to make it less costly for firms to
retain older workers. In other words, such reforms are seen as necessary to maintain the stability of long-term employment. This is why many specialists on the
Japanese wage system predict that even if seniority wages wither away, long-term
employment practices will continue. They argue that the introduction of new
performance-based wages will help management to retain younger but highly
skilled workers with higher wages.67 Toyota management, for instance, says that
even in the auto industry in which experience on the job is still important for skill
formation, new information technologies have created some gaps between workers’ experience and actual performance. The company justifies the changes to its
wage system to accommodate this new situation as a way to maintain long-term
employment by giving potentially more mobile young, skilled workers better
wages.68
Several successful companies have already introduced performance-based
wage systems while committing themselves to secure employment. Canon makes
it a policy to retain workers in the hard times but is famous for its performancebased pay system. In this system, a worker’s wage is determined by his or her performance, irrespective of seniority, and wage differences among workers at the
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age of fifty with the same tenure are large by Japan’s standards—as much as 1 to
1.7. Companies such as Nihon Densan, Yokokawa Denki, and Terumo are holding
to their commitment to employment security while shifting to pay systems based
on the performance of individual workers.69 In these companies, too, reforms of
the wage system have been undertaken in part to maintain secure employment.
These data and observations show that the contemporary changes in Japanese
industrial relations—while significant—do not amount to an all-out transformation of traditional managerial practices but rather adjustments designed to reduce
costs and to adapt the benefits of the employment and wage system to a new market context. This kind of adjustment is by no means without precedent in Japan.
We remember that the Japanese management system was criticized as an impediment to economic efficiency in the early 1970s after the first oil crisis, and many
observers predicted that Japanese companies would need to abandon their traditional employment practices to survive. However, Tetsuji Okazaki’s analysis of
thirty-three steelmakers in Japan shows that firms that undertook fewer cuts in
employment after the first oil crisis have done better in business indices such as
profit increase and productivity increase than those that undertook massive
employment adjustment.70 The successful companies implemented various
rationalization programs, such as flexible job assignments, while rejecting largescale dismissals of workers. Similarly, today, we find many companies carefully
searching for solutions to maintain traditional strengths in a new globalized world
market.
It is also important to note that Japanese unions are not antagonistic toward
reforming the wage system, and indeed many of them endorse such reforms as
necessary given the developments cited above. The Union of Electrical, Electronic, and Information Workers (Denki Rengo) recently formulated a new action
policy, “New Japanese Employment and Compensation System,” which advocates the introduction of performance-based wage systems to maintain employment. Its purpose is to take the initiative in the process of employment system
reform to protect its members’ interests.71 Denki Rengo is planning to abandon
seniority-based wage demands and instead to pursue an increase in the minimum
wage level for each job category in the upcoming wage round.72 This move is very
important, as Denki Rengo is one of the largest industry-level union federations,
organizing almost all the large electric appliance producers, which are the backbone of Japanese international competitiveness.
Of course, not all unions are so supportive of these reforms. The president of
Japanese Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering Workers Unions speaks
for many when he asserts that “management may introduce some arrangements to
recruit excellent workers from outside, but we unions should care about average
workers.”73 His concern is for the situation of those workers who may be worse off
in the new wage system. However, what is interesting in this case is that management in this industry has been more cautious in introducing reforms than in other
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industries, and so the difference between union and management on the wage
issue is not so large. For example, Mitsubishi Engineering bases 50 percent of a
worker’s wage on job capability, with the other 50 percent based on seniority. The
company’s vice president–director argues that the firm will not introduce a
performance-based principle, as it is almost impossible to evaluate an individual
worker’s performance given the very interdependent nature of production.74
The distinction between a job capability wage and performance-based wage
that is being drawn here is a subtle but very important one. Performance-based
wages are determined according to what job the given worker is actually performing, while capability-based wages are based on a worker’s skill level and are thus
closer to a seniority wage to the extent that workers’skill levels increase with their
tenure. The same careful attitude toward reforms is present in the case of Fujitsu,
whose president argues, “Although the average wage in Japan is now among the
highest in the world, we are not paying the highest skilled workers enough. We
should reward those workers fairly and maintain them, by introducing a wage system based on workers’ capability.”75
In the job capability wage accord, management pays the same wage to workers
in the same skill level, whether or not they are fully using their skill in their actual
job assignment. Although more costly for management, capability-based wages
(like seniority wages) ensure that workers are motivated to develop their skills
since they are compensated for their skill level rather than the assigned job. For
management, this has the advantage of promoting a large pool of skilled workers
readily available for flexible production. For workers, it is more egalitarian than
performance-based wages, as more workers are paid the same wage despite their
actual job assignments. The incentives, in other words, resemble those of
seniority-based wages and as such contribute to maintaining the “high skill equilibrium” that has been a strength for most Japanese manufacturing industries.76
Thus, when it comes to reform of traditional seniority wages, we see a picture
of significant though in many ways also quite cautious change. The current economic crisis, combined with an aging workforce, on one hand, and decreasing
benefits due to such factors as technological changes, on the other hand, have
called the traditional system into question. The ongoing economic downturn is so
long and serious that management cannot easily count on the long-term benefit of
the traditional system. But at the same time, management does not want to demoralize workers. The most critical issue in the new wage system is evidently how to
measure “performance” objectively. The president of the Japan Automobile
Workers Unions admits that the wage system should be reformed to take performance and skill of workers more into account. But at the same time, he insists that
they need a fair evaluation system.77 Denki Rengo unions concur on this point too.
But it is not just unions that have voiced such concerns. In a survey of 380 large
companies, 81.8 percent of those firms that chose not to reform the wage system
argued that it would be too hard to convince workers of the fairness of such a
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system, and they do not want to lower their workers’ motivation. Management is
thus faced with a difficult trade-off: whether to motivate selected highly skilled
workers with performance-based wages or to motivate a wider range of workers
with job capability wages. Drawing distinctions between “core” and “peripheral”
workers within a plant or company could itself threaten plant peace since such distinctions are at least as much political as they are technical. It could well be that the
move toward capability-based pay reflects an effort on the part of some firms to
negotiate this difficult terrain without upsetting the “moral economy” of the
company.
As for long-term employment, unions are unanimously eager to protect the job
security of their members, and all of them continue to support long-term employment practices. Even the most reformist union leader, the president of Denki
Rengo, argues that employment should be protected, and one way to do this is
through the introduction of a flexible wage system. A Nikkeiren survey of 255
firms shows that most firms believe that labor mobility would bring benefits for
them: 69.7 percent of firms answer that one advantage of labor “mobility” is enabling rationalization of the wage system, and 59.4 percent answer that workers
can be evaluated according to their “market value.” But at the same time, they are
fully aware of the disadvantages, which include the loss of workers’ loyalty to the
company, a loss of organizational integrity of firms, instability of workers’ lives,
and reduced motivation for skill development within firms.78 In other words, this
survey suggests that management is not so eager to abandon long-term employment per se but wants to use some labor mobility as a catalyst to reform their wage
system. In light of continuing support for long-term employment by both unions
and managers, the recent reforms of the wage system in many companies are best
interpreted as an adjustment effort to protect this bottom line, that is, long-term
secure employment. Reform efforts, moreover, do not necessarily pit management against labor, and indeed, many of them are founded on labor and management cooperation.
However, it is also true that traditional practices such as lifetime employment
apply to ever fewer workers, and again the logic of the selection process is closely
related to the new terms of competition in the market and its implications for
employer strategies and employment structures. For instance, faced with a serious
business downturn in which its sales decreased by almost 50 percent, Hino Motors
(which produces trucks) has recently announced a restructuring plan that calls for
voluntary retirement, after 50 percent cuts in company board members’ bonuses
and various restructuring efforts. The president furthermore announced that if
there were not enough workers opting for an early retirement scheme, management would have to dismiss workers to save the company, a very radical move in
the context of Japanese industrial relations.79 Naturally, the Hino union fiercely
opposed this dismissal option and in fact succeeded in forcing management to
cancel it.80 The union did not, however, oppose the voluntary early retirement
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scheme. At issue was not whether there would be workforce reductions but only
how these would be accomplished—whether through forced layoffs or through a
less radical voluntary scheme. Both sides, in other words, see a reduction of core
workers through the company’s rationalization plan as a part of defending the jobs
of a (now smaller) core.
Recent company initiatives to revise traditional arrangements (seniority
wages, lifetime employment) often represent efforts to selectively apply these
arrangements (i.e., to single out certain workers to be covered), and modifications
in traditional practices frequently represent efforts to give (in particular, usually
skilled) workers more benefits (not fewer) than allowed under traditional arrangements. In particular, high competition among firms for young, skilled workers has
prompted many firms to abandon seniority wages in an effort to enhance their
potential to recruit and motivate these workers. At the other end, retirement, companies are reneging on lifetime employment guarantees in the case of some workers while making every effort to reinforce some kind of lifetime commitment
among others. The overall trend, then, seems to be toward a (shrinking) core of
(mostly skilled) workers, within individual firms, who continue to enjoy lifetime
employment guarantees, combined with an even more generous wage system.81
3.

FUTURE TRENDS

The overall trend in Germany and Japan is thus quite similar—with traditional
arrangements proving in many ways rather resilient but covering a shrinking core
of workers. Whereas in Germany, the divide between those who are and are not
covered runs roughly along lines of company size within key industries such as
metalworking as well as across industries, in Japan it runs more along skill and
age lines within companies. The question in both cases is whether the coverage of
traditional arrangements—whether at the industry level as in Germany or at the
company level as in Japan—can simply continue to shrink down to cover a smaller
number of firms (Germany) or workers (Japan) without this itself destabilizing
relations both in- and outside this “core.”
This question poses itself with some urgency because in both Germany and
Japan, elements of stability and change are intimately linked; that is, an observed
trend toward an intensification of cooperation with the traditional framework is
itself one of the forces driving the trend toward narrower “coverage.” In Germany,
as we have seen, the most pressing problem is the defection of firms from industry
contracts, a problem that has been fueled in part by strong aversion to conflict on
the part of large firms and declining solidarity among employers more generally
in the context of industrial strife. Dieter Kirchner (former managing director of
Gesamtmetall) argues that in the past, the lockout served two important purposes
simultaneously—enforcing discipline in relations with the union and generating
solidarity among employers.82 The threat (or, in most cases, the reality) of a lockout made it possible for the IG Metall to swallow moderate wage gains and sell
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them as “the best deal under the circumstances” to a highly diverse membership.
These settlements typically did not exhaust the capacity of the large firms to pay,
but anyway these companies could let wages drift up at the plant level (thus allowing them to recruit the best workers). It appears that nowadays, this form of flexibility has been greatly reduced; in other words, high union wage increases relative
to economic conditions have reduced the room for wage drift, which means that
smaller firms are now forced to pay wages much closer than before to those of the
large companies.83 These effects follow naturally from the developments sketched
out above, which document employers’ surprising vulnerability to industrial conflicts. These developments complicate internal union politics to the extent that a
strong opponent is often quite useful for unions needing to forge an internal consensus across workers of different skill levels and employed in firms experiencing
quite different economic pressures. This is why, historically, unions “needed”
fights with strong employers associations, which had the mutually beneficial
effect of sustaining solidarity within camps.84
The German case shows that declining solidarity on the employer side “feeds
back” in ways that destabilize the system further. The more that wage negotiations
are geared toward a declining core of overall larger and more dynamic firms, the
more the weaker firms are likely to opt out; it does appear to be more common than
ever before for firms to protest against “over-expensive” contracts by simply leaving the employers association.85 Perversely, this has become Gesamtmetall’s most
potent weapon in conflicts with the union—the threat that hangs in the air now
during industrial disputes is not that the employers association will lock out, but
rather that it will fall apart.86 The worrisome possibility is that the traditional
framework of industrial relations remains intact but over time comes to be inhabited by a smaller core of firms (the cream of the crop) that are willing—and
able—to pay almost any price for social peace. Such a trend destabilizes labor
relations to the extent that, with time, industry-wide bargains would no longer be
encompassing enough to generate many of the collective benefits on which the
defectors so far have been able to continue to free ride.
The key to the survival of the German model appears to hinge rather crucially
on the continuing strength of the unions. But labor power comes back in a way
unanticipated in the conventional literature, where its role is to beat back the neoliberal employer offensive. There will be some of that, but the more pressing task
facing unions turns out to be something like the opposite, namely, to combat the
flagging solidarity of employers and to shore up their (i.e., employers’) embattled
organizations. Union leaders understand this very well, which is why in Saxony,
for example, the IG Metall launched a campaign to recruit members for the
regional Gesamtmetall affiliate87 and why, more generally, their strategy has been
to pressure defectors to reassociate with the employers associations by holding
them to the same standards as specified in the industry contract.88 This image of
labor strength—not against employers but precisely in the service of shoring up unity
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among them—clashes with the conventional understanding of the challenges
labor faces in an era of globalization. But it is crucial to explaining why, in a period
touted as one of extreme labor weakness, union leaders in Germany are in many
ways as concerned about employer solidarity as they are about labor solidarity.89
The same kinds of issues present themselves in the Japanese case, though in a
quite different form. Here the question is whether a growing gap between core and
peripheral workers with very different career possibilities within the firm is sustainable over the long run. Management’s intention in the reform is to motivate
highly skilled workers with better benefits and to force semiskilled workers to
work harder by introducing performance-based wages.90 Management worries
that the job capability or seniority wage system may sometimes enable workers
with less skill to receive better benefits, as it is difficult for management to measure their skill level given new technological developments and the uncertain
business climate. In other words, management wants to prevent the emergence of
incentive problems on the side of workers (low-performance workers receiving
the same wage as high-performance workers). One solution is to use
performance-based wages more selectively in compensating workers. Evidence
from some firms, however, suggests that selective benefits for privileged, usually
skilled workers make it hard for management to motivate the large number of
semiskilled workers who are excluded. While they are not perhaps in as much
demand as skilled workers, semiskilled employees are nonetheless central to the
continued smooth operation of production. Japanese manufacturers’competitiveness traditionally has been based on “quality mass production,” and the success of
this kind of quality-based competition depends very much on semiskilled workers
or reduced X-inefficiency of Japanese work organization.91 To the extent that this
advantage continues to be crucial for Japanese producers, semiskilled employees
are no less central to the companies than the more highly skilled employees.
Furthermore, the abandonment by some firms of the job capability (skillbased) wage system in favor of performance-based wages could reduce the investment firms make in training, and an overall reduction in the pool of skilled labor in
Japan would surely weaken manufacturing industries there. As long as management wants to maintain the strength of Japanese manufacturing industries, there is
ample room for labor to negotiate on the issue of new management systems. For
instance, within Matsushita, the union is demanding an extension of the compulsory retirement age for all workers, while management wants some selection
mechanism. It is evident that the union’s plan would cost the firm more, but management has difficulty in flatly rejecting the demand. This is because the company
worries that such a selection might demoralize workers as a whole.
This point leads us to a more political aspect. Although large Japanese firms
have been employing “peripheral” workers, such as part-time workers, for a long
time now, there has been a high degree of egalitarianism among “core” regular
male workers within Japanese unions. Employer strategies of selective benefits
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for privileged workers will undoubtedly create severe contradictions and tensions
for company-based unions that organize all regular workers in a plant irrespective
of skill. To the extent that the performance-based portion of a worker’s wage
grows (thus sparking competition among workers for better jobs), this could
unleash potentially disruptive political struggles within the unions over what jobs
should be rewarded better and who should occupy those jobs. This prospect brings
to mind the American system of job control, something that—if their U.S.-based
operations are any indication—Japanese managers certainly want to avoid. Management has to maintain “fairness” within the firm as long as it wants to motivate
workers, and this consideration constrains management attempts to reform traditional practices in ways that introduce new forms of differentiation and divisions
among workers.
In sum, in both Germany and Japan, we find significant and surprising resiliency in traditional bargaining arrangements in the face of new global market
pressures. Whereas much existing scholarship focuses on a neoliberal offensive
and sees stability as a “residual” outcome (i.e., a lack of change, despite new
strains), our analysis sees continuity and change in both systems as intimately—
and causally—linked in important ways. In both Germany and Japan, the most
destabilizing forces go back to the intensification of cooperation within a shrinking core that has in turn driven a narrowing of the coverage these systems have traditionally supported.
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